
Arvind Borde / PHY19, Week 5: General Relativity II: Cosmology

§5.1 Review

(1) What do we do when we do GR?

We try to solve Einstein’s equation.

(2) What is Einstein’s equation?

where Tab is the energy-momentum tensor of mat-

ter, and R and Rab are curvatures.1

(3) What does it mean to “solve Einstein’s eq.?”

It means determining the metric gab.

It’s not possible to solve the equation without fur-

ther assumptions. These are usually symmetry

assumptions and ones about the form of Tab.

Solving without assumptions is hard: we have a

complicated system of coupled non-linear p.d.e.’s.

2

The theory is difficult computationally, and also

conceptually because you are determining the struc-

ture (or geometry) of spacetime itself by finding

the metric.

What does knowing the metric, gab, do for you?

3

Knowing the metric allows you to know

◦ how objects move (on geodesics, for example),

◦ how objects experience time, etc.

◦ causal structure: what events can communicate

with what other events.

4

Another twist:

Solving Einstein’s equation

Rab −
1

2
Rgab =

8πG

c4
Tab

means simultaneously figuring out the metric, gab,

and clarifying how the energy-momentum tensor

of matter, Tab, behaves.

5

§5.2 Example 0: The vacuum, Tab = 0

Einstein’s equation becomes

Rab −
1

2
Rgab =

Solutions of this are called vacuum solutions.

An obvious vacuum solution is that gab is constant,

making Rab and R zero; i.e, spacetime is flat.

6
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This means that the metric can be reduced every-

where to the Minkowski metric
1 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0

0 0 −1 0

0 0 0 −1



7

That’s what you’d naively expect:

No matter

↓
No gravitation

↓
No curvature

Spacetime should be flat. Life is good (at least for now).

8

§5.3 Example 1: Cosmology

“we are not able to make cosmological models with-

out some admixture of ideology”

– S.W.Hawking and G.F.R.Ellis

“The Large Scale Structure of Space -Time,” 1973.

The ideology that we adhere to today is the anti-

ideology of the anthropocentric view held in West-

ern Europe for around 2,000 years: We ain’t special.

9

Less dramatically, we assume that the Universe

is homogeneous (all places the same) and isotropic

(all directions the same) on the largest scales.

10

§5.3.1 The form of the metric Under these restric-

tions, we assume there’s “time coordinate” t and

a set of “spatial coordinates,” such that

a) t = constant hypersurfaces, H, do not intersect

each other and are (going to be) “spacelike”;

b) fixed values of the spatial coordinates define

timelike lines in the “t direction.”

11

The metric takes the form

ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)dσ2

where dσ2 is a metric on a 3d space of constant

curvature, k.

There are three possibilities: k > 0, k = 0, k < 0.

They can be scaled to k = 1, k = 0, k = −1.

12
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Picking suggestive coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) fixes a

form for the metric:

ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)

[
dr2

1− kr2
+ r2dΩ2

] 
k = −1

k = 0

k = +1
where dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2.

Cred: Friedman (Soviet Union), Lemaitre (France), Robert-

son and Walker (USA) in the 1920s–1940s.

13

The three possibilities, labeled by k, arise from the

curvature of space being
Negative Zero Positive

k = −1 k = 0 k = +1

(2d representations of 3d space)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
“open” universes (spatially infinite)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
“closed” (finite)

0 6 r <∞ 0 6 r < 2π14

a(t) is called the scale factor of the Universe

and is assumed positive. Its behavior follows from

Einstein’s equation and the nature of matter. Dif-

ferent behaviors arise in different circumstances.

The nature of matter is what the energy-momentum

says it is. Our symmetry assumptions force matter

to be uniformly sprinkled throughout the Universe.

15

We model this by assuming the Universe is filled

entirely and uniformly by a fluid:

Tab = (ρ+ P )


1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

+ Pgab

where we identify ρ as the energy density of

matter and P as its pressure .
16

The metric, gab, appears on the right hand side of

Einstein’s equation, too.

Our goal is to figure out the behavior of a(t), ρ

and P from Einstein’s equation.

17

The steps are

1. Calculate the curvatures Rab and R from the

FLRW metric. The answer will involve a(t),

and its derivatives.

2. Set up Einstein’s equation with the above form

of Tab:

Rab −
1

2
Rgab =

8πG

c4
Tab

3. Solve (as best you can).18
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§5.3.2 Calculating a(t)

ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)

[
dr2

1− kr2
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)

]

gab =


1 0 0 0

0 − a2(t)

1− kr2
0 0

0 0 −a2(t)r2 0

0 0 0 −a2(t)r2 sin2 θ


19

gab =



1 0 0 0

0 −1− kr2

a2(t)
0 0

0 0 − 1

a2(t)r2
0

0 0 0 − 1

a2(t)r2 sin2 θ


20

Christoffel symbols:

Γmij =
1

2
gmk

(
∂gik
∂uj

+
∂gkj
∂ui

− ∂gij
∂uk

)
So

Γtij =
1

2

(
∂git
∂uj

+
∂gtj
∂ui
− ∂gij

∂t

)
i.e. (no sum over t),

Γttj = Γtjt = .
21

(4) Calculate Γtrθ, Γtrφ, Γtθφ. All zero.

(5) Calculate Γtrr.

Γtrr =

. . . and so forth.

22

Here they all are (non-zeroes):

Γtrr = aȧ/(1− kr2)

Γtθθ = aȧr2

Γrtr = Γθtθ = Γφtφ = ȧ/a

Γrθθ = −r(1− kr2)

Γθrθ = Γφrφ = 1/r

Γθφφ = − sin θ cos θ

Γrrr = kr/(1− kr2)

Γtφφ = aȧr2 sin2 θ

Γrφφ = −r(1− kr2) sin2 θ

Γφθφ = cot θ
23

Then, we calculate the Ricci tensor:

Rij ≡ Rmimj ≡
∂Γmij
∂um

− ∂Γmim
∂uj

+ ΓnijΓ
m
nm − ΓnimΓmnj

Rtt = −3ä/a

Rrr = (aä+ 2ȧ2 + 2k)/(1− kr2)

Rθθ = r2(aä+ 2ȧ2 + 2k)

Rφφ = r2(aä+ 2ȧ2 + 2k) sin2 θ
24
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and
R = gijRij

= −6

[
ä

a
+

(
ȧ

a

)2

+
k

a2

]
then set

Rij −
1

2
Rgij =

8πG

c4
Tij ,

with Tij for a perfect fluid.25

The result of steps (1) and (2) is:

(♦)

(♥)

where k = −1, k = 0, and k = +1 gives us the

three cases we’ve mentioned.

26

(6) What does eqn.♦ say ρ has to be if a(t) = C

(a constant)?

27

In practice, both ρ and P are positive for normal

forms of matter.

(7) In this case, what does eqn.♥ say whether

a(t) can be constant?

We must have ä < 0. Therefore, ȧ 6= 0 throughout.

Therefore a(t) cannot stay constant.

The scale factor must change – the Universe must

be dynamic, not static.
28

We can get more information by making further

assumptions about ρ and P , usually a relationship

between the two (“equation of state”).

One scenario: P = ρ/3 (“radiation dominated”)

a(t) =


√

2t+ t2 (−)

41/4
√
t (0)

√
2t− t2 (+)

Plotting this around “today”:29

ȧ > 0: The Universe is expanding.

30
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Projecting

into

the

future:

ä < 0: The expansion is deccelerating.

The graph is concave down.

31

Projecting

into

the

past:

If the graph is concave down throughout, it follows

that a(t) was zero in the past.

(The Universe had a beginning.)

32

This consequence holds up in a wide variety of sce-

narios where “gravity is attractive.” This happens

when ρ > 0 and P > 0, and it forces the expansion

of the Universe to decelerate. I.e., the equation

3ä(t)

a(t)
= −4πG

c4
(ρ+ 3P )

forces ä < 0. Observations indicate that the Uni-

verse is expanding, we are led to the inevitable

conclusion: There is always a beginning.33

(8) Now, rewrite the (♦) equation with all the

a(t) terms on the left.

(9) If a(t) → 0 what can you say about the left-

hand side, and therefore ρ on the right?

ρ→∞. If the scale factor vanishes, the density

of the Universe “blows up.”
34

How it “Looks”

B
A
C
K

I
N

T
I

M
E

↓

35

As t→ 0, a(t)→ 0 , and ρ→ ∞ .

As things compress (get more dense), they heat

up. If the density approaches ∞, so does the

temperature.

Infinities are problematic (the singularity problem).

Still, the Universe was in a very hot, dense state

in the past from which it exploded and expanded:

the hot big bang36
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You’d think Einstein would be happy at this ma-

jor consequence, but he had sensed as far back as

1917 that these issues, especially that of singular-

ities, might be a problem.

In fact, these issues arise in Newtonian gravity, as

well, as Newton mentioned in letters he wrote in

1692-93 (“Four Letters from Sir Isaac Newton to

Doctor Bentley”).
37

December 10, 1692
38

December 10, 1692
39

December 10, 1692

Newton then goes on to say how this might explain

why the Universe contains what it does, as known

at the time (stars and planets) . . .40

December 10, 1692
41

Bentley raised objections and Newton replied:

January 17, 1693
42
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January 17, 1693

43
January 17, 1693

44

January 17, 1693
45

After a long discussion of infinity, Newton ends:

January 17, 1693
Newton ties himself into knots, with good reason.

46

The same issue arises in General Relativity. A year

after his fundamental paper introducing that the-

ory, Einstein wrote a paper on cosmology:

47

He saw that difficulties with the Newtonian theory

were serious

and that General Relativity would have the same

problem. A static Universe would be unstable.

48
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Gravity is a destabilizing phenomenon because it

is (apparently) always attractive.

Newton and Einstein realized that the attractive

nature of gravity made systems that are controlled

by gravity alone inherently prone to collaps-

ing on themselves. Yet, much of the Universe is

stable. We don’t see things rushing to each other,

overwhelmed by a fatal gravitational attraction.
49

Against gravitational collapse, what supports

(10) the atomic nucleus? Electromagnetic forces.

(11) molecules? Electromagnetic forces.

(12) your nose? Electromagnetic forces.

50

But, what supports and gives stability to

(13) the solar system? Motion.

(14) galaxies? Motion.

No electromagnetic forces at work here.

51

The motion that gives stability to the solar system

and to galaxies is rotation.

There is no evidence for large-scale rotation of the

Universe. But expansion could have been used by

Einstein to stabilize the Universe.

52

Instead, he changed his theory

53

admitting that

This is a glimpse of how some of the remainder of

Einstein’s career would play itself out.

54
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Einstein proposed altering his equation to

Rab −
1

2
Rgab + Λgab =

8πG

c4
Tab

Λ is called the cosmological constant and

is meant to give a small effective large scale repul-

sion that would balance the instability caused by

the inherently attractive nature of gravity, and so

give a static Universe.55

Einstein found the idea of a static Universe at-

tractive because, among other reasons, it would

eliminate the question of the initial singularity (the

origin of the Universe).

The Universe would not begin, end, or change.

It would simply be.

56

The cosmological solutions now become

3ȧ2(t)

a2(t)
=

8πG

c4
ρ− 3k

a2(t)
(♦)

3ä(t)

a(t)
= −4πG

c4
(ρ+ 3P ) + Λ (♥Λ)

Einstein showed that if k = 1 and P = 0 there

is a particular (“critical”) value of Λ that allows a

static solution with a(t) = constant.
57

We’ve seen that if a(t) = C = constant,

ρ =
3kc4

8πGC2

Solving this for a(t) = C:

C =

√
3kc4

8πGρ

58

(15) Einstein had assumed that k = 1. Did he

need that assumption? Yes.

k = −1 does not give real answers, and k = 0

gives a Universe of zero size.

59

(16) Use (♥Λ) to get the critical value of Λ, in

terms of ρ, that gives Einstein’s static Universe.

60
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Therefore, we can write

3ä(t)

a(t)
= −Λcrit + Λ

(17) What would happen if Λ were slightly bigger

than the critical value and what would happen if

it were slightly smaller?

61

If Λ > Λcrit, we have ä(t) > 0. If the Universe

is expanding it accelerates; if it is contracting it

decelerates. The effective repulsion that Λ gives

dominates the attractive nature of gravity.

If Λ < Λcrit, we have ä(t) < 0. If the Universe

is expanding it decelerates; if it is contracting it

accelerates. The effective repulsion that Λ gives

is dominated by the attractive nature of gravity.

62

We have a single value of Λ that gives a static Uni-

verse, with very different behavior on either side.

This was criticized right away as too delicate a

“fine tuning.” Further, as the years went on, it was

observed that the Universe is, in fact, expanding.

Eventually Einstein came around, dropped the cos-

mological constant, accepted a dynamic Universe,

and agreed that the Universe had a beginning.63
But, was he right in saying that he was wrong?

64

§5.4 The Expansion of the Universe

ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)

[
dr2

1− kr2
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)

]
We’ve said that ȧ(t) > 0 is equivalent to saying

that the Universe is expanding, but how does this

connect to what we measure?

Note:

We call H0 ≡ ȧ(t)/a(t) Hubble’s “constant.”65

Consider observers separated by fixed coordinate

distances r. The physical distance between them

is R(t) = a(t)r.

Even if they have fixed coordinates, the distance

between them changes because a(t) does.

66
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They’re not moving away from everything else by

actively running away:

67

Instead, they’re sitting in place

68

and enjoying at no charge the benefits of the ex-

pansion of the Universe:

69

The “hot big bang theory” makes testable predic-

tions.

It predicts that the Universe should have begin

mainly with Hydrogen (75%) and some Helium

(25%).

(18) Why these two elements?

The easiest to make.

70
Highlights from History

Time (s) What happened? Temp (◦K)
? Matter forms ?

2.0 · 10−12 Electromagnetism 1.2 · 1018

2.0 · 10−6 quarks combine 1.7 · 1012

1.0 neutrinos released 1.2 · 1010

1.8 · 102 Hydrogen forms 1.2 · 109

1.2 · 1013 photons released 2.9 · 103

...
...

...

4.4 · 1017 Today 2.8

71

Are we making all this up? Maybe. But,. . .

We can estimate the temperature and density as

we plot back in time.
↓

We have theories of particle physics that tell us

how particles behave at high energies.
↓

We can test this in particle accelerators on earth,

where we have achieved effective temperatures of

(1.4 · 1016)◦ K.72
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Is there anything more definite?

Well, there are the photons released about 370,000

years after the big bang, if it occurred. They would

still be in the Universe.

It can be calculated that they would be at a little

under 3◦K now, and the expansion of the Universe

will have stretched their wavelengths to around

1 cm, the microwave region. Can we find them?73

Hunted by Dicke and Peebles at Princeton in the

1960s, but accidentally discovered as noise at Bell

Labs by Penzias and Wilson.

74

§5.5 The Critical Density

Remember:
3ȧ2(t)

a2(t)
=

8πG

c4
ρ− 3k

a2(t)
(♦)

(19) Solve for ρ (and use H0 = ȧ(t)/a(t)).

ρ =

75

(20) Find a relation (equation or inequality) be-

tween ρ and c4

8πG (3H2
0 ) when k = −1, 0, 1.

k = −1:

k = 0:

k = 1:

76

We call ρ =
c4

8πG
(3H2

0 ) the critical density of the

Universe, ρc. It’s the dividing density between an

open and a closed Universe, and between continual

expansion and recollapse.

77

ρ < ρc
ρ = ρc

ρ > ρc

78
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That’s what you’d expect on physical grounds. It

takes matter to curve spacetime. If there’s a low

level of matter, you don’t expect enough curvature

to “close the Universe” or cause recollapse:

“Matter tells geometry how to curve.”

79

§5.6 Big Bang Problems

By the late 1970s, the big bang theory was con-

sidered on solid footing.

The origin of the uniformity of the Universe was

unknown, but it was indisputable: the uniformity

of CMBR was solid proof.

The density of the Universe was unknown, but it

appeared to be close to ρc.80

Then, at a conference in 1979 to celebrate the

100th anniversary of the birth of Albert Einstein,

Dicke and Peebles (Drs. Microwave Background),

discussed puzzling aspects of the big bang theory:

81

They said

82

then went on with a quick account of what was

understood about the Universe in 1917:

83

Nebulae were hazy patches that had been cata-

logued because they got in the way of finding the

really interesting objects: comets.

The nature of these nebulae was debated. Some

astronomers said they were in the Milky Way, oth-

ers argued that they were outside it.

One argument that they were within the MW was

the observations of novae in some of them.84
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If a single star outside the MW could be observed

brightening, the event would have to be “on a scale

of magnitude such as the imagination recoils from

contemplating.”

“A Popular History of Astronomy during the Nineteenth
Century,” Agnes M. Clerke, page 438.

85

The question relates to the size of the Universe:

Is the MW the entire Universe, or does the Uni-

verse extend outside the MW?

The Milky Was was already known to be vast.

86

The question was debated

on 26 April 1920 by two

leading astronomers.

The event became known

as the Shapley-Curtis “Great

Debate.”

87

Here’s the debate in your language:

The “within MW” view was thought to have won.

88

Although Einstein had been trying to build a larger

cosmology, the indications were that the Milky

Way was the entire Universe. But:

89

The observations that the Universe was much big-

ger than we’d originally thought had also provided

evidence of large scale homogeneity and isotropy.

This is remarkable:

90
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It’s not only remarkable, large scale homogeneity

is a problem:

91

We believe the Universe is ∼ 14 billion years old.

A patch of the Universe 12 billion light years from

us in one direction cannot have communicated

with another patch 12 billion light years from us

in the opposite direction.

Yet they look virtually identical. What made them

that way, if there was no communication between

them?92

Is this really a problem?

This problem, the problem of inexplicable unifor-

mity, is known as the

horizon problem.

93

Whether you think it a problem depends on how

content you are with coincidence.

OK, we have a problem. Actually, we have two.

Dicke and Peebles, go right on to say:

94

95

Remember, k = 0 gives the critical density, the

dividing density between

a closed Universe (k = 1, ρ > ρc) and

an open Universe (k = −1, ρ < ρc).

96
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In Slide 75, from (♦) we’d obtained:

ρ = c4

8πG

(
3H2

0 + 3k
a2(t)

)
= c4

8πG (3H2
0 ) + c4

8πG
3k
a2(t) .

Writing the right-hand side in terms of ρc:

ρ = ρc +
3kc4

8πG

1

a2(t)

97

Solving for ρc:

ρc = ρ− 3kc4

8πG

1

a2(t)

(21) What is ρc/ρ− 1?

ρc
ρ
− 1 = −3kc4

8πG

1

ρa2(t)
98

The quantity ρ/ρc is called the density parameter

and denoted by Ω . So we have

(Ω−1 − 1)ρa2(t) = −3kc4

8πG
= constant.

Writing ρa2(t) as ρa3(t)/a(t), and arguing that

ρa3(t) is roughly fixed, ρa2(t) goes down (rapidly)

as the Universe expands.

Therefore, (Ω−1 − 1) must go up rapidly.
99

Why is that a problem?

The observed density of the Universe is estimated

to be between a tenth and twice the critical density

of about 10−30 g/cc: i.e., 0.1 < Ω < 2.

(22) What are the bounds on (Ω−1 − 1)?

100

For a rapidly growing quantity to be this small to-

day (after 14 billion years of growth), the density

parameter Ω = ρ/ρc would have had to have been

between 0.99999999999999 and 1.00000000000001

1 sec after the big bang.

101

Even small deviations from this cause the Universe

to behave very differently from what we see.

A slightly greater value for ρ would make the Uni-

verse to be closed, and recollapse rapidly. A slightly

smaller value would give too rapid an expansion.

Why the Universe should be so precisely tuned to

the critical (i.e, flat) value of the density is called

the flatness problem.102
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§5.7 Inflation

Dicke and Peebles presented the horizon and flat-

ness problems at the Einstein centenary conference

in 1979, but had already been giving lectures about

them at other venues.

One lecture was by Dicke at Cornell on November

13, 1978, on the flatness problem. It was attended

by a young particle physicist, Alan Guth.
103

Guth got his Ph.D. from MIT in 1972 and had

hopped around in temporary positions since:
◦ Princeton, 1971–74

◦ Columbia, 1974–76

◦ Cornell, 1976–79

◦ SLAC, 1979–1980

In 1978 Guth felt cosmology wasn’t interesting.

He went to Dicke’s lecture because Penzias & Wil-

son had just received a Nobel Prize.104

Guth was working on “Grand Unified Theory” at

the time – the theory that unifies the strong nu-

clear, weak nuclear and electromagnetic forces at

high energies (temperatures).

In 1970, we’d had a good understanding of just

electromagnetism (and gravity).

By 1976, we had a unified theory of three of the

four fundamental forces.105

Guth was investigating the existence of magnetic

monopoles in GUT: Could they have existed in the

early Universe and, if they did, why might we not

see them today?

On the night of December 6, 1979, Guth felt he

had found the reason why we see no monopoles

today, through a mechanism called supercooling.

Then he remembered Dicke’s talk (a year ago). . .106

107

Later that same month, Guth was told over lunch

about the horizon problem of cosmology (he didn’t

know of it at the time). He went home and figured

out, that afternoon itself, that his “supercooling”

mechanism would solve this problem too.

It was, as he said later, as if he’d found the master

key to the Universe: door after door opened with

that single key.
108
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Guth’s career after December 1979:

◦ January 23, 1980: Announces his ideas in a seminar at
SLAC

◦ January 24, 1980, before lunch: gets invitations to
present his ideas from three different universities.

◦ January 24, 1980, after lunch: Is invited to spend
three further years at SLAC; hears that U. Penn, and
UC Davis are considering offering permanent professor-
ships.

◦ January 28, 1980: U. Penn offers the job.

◦ February-March, 1980: Lectures at ten universities, in-
cluding Harvard, Princeton, Columbia and Cornell.109

◦ On his return has offers of professorships from Min-
nesota, Rutgers, Harvard, Princeton, Maryland, UC
Davis and UC Santa Barbara.

◦ But he wants MIT – and shortly after, he gets it. He’s
been there ever since.

110

What was this big idea of Alan Guth’s?

111

Guth was able to show that the problems of big

bang cosmology could be solved if you had an

exponential scale factor that doubled a(t) every

10−37 seconds for a hundred doublings.

This would stretch the Universe a million trillion

trillion times in ten trillionth-trillionth-trillionth of

a second.

112

It solves the Horizon Problem by making every-

thing was close enough in the past in order to have

communicated.

It solves the Flatness Problem by blowing the Uni-

verse up so much, it looks flat.

113

Cosmic inflation was quickly embraced.

In 1982, Stephen Hawking organized a conference

around the very early Universe.

Major advances occurred here in figuring how in-

flation predicts structure formation: quantum fluc-

tuations give rise to tiny irregularities that act as

seeds for larger structures (stars, galaxies, etc.).

114
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Directly looking for fluctations in CMBR. . .

BICEP project, South Pole

115 116

Revisiting the Initial Singularity

The conclusion that there’s an initial singularity is

an important one, because it says there’s a birth

to the Universe itself. That’s one of the most

important results of standard modern cosmology.

Many people have resisted this: Einstein with his

static Universe, the steady state theorists, people

who have proposed cyclic/phoenix models, etc.
117

How does Standard Cosmology Imply a Beginning?

Observations support the fact that the Universe is

expanding. Therefore, the graph of the scale fac-

tor, a(t), is increasing at t = today and, if gravity

is always attractive, is concave down everywhere.

We can show based only on these two conditions

that a(t) = 0 at a finite time in the past.

118

The graph of a(t) is increasing today and concave

down everywhere:

119

Projecting into the past, we get:

The graph of a(t) can’t wriggle out from under the

straight line that’s the past-projection of ȧ(today)

without going concave up.120
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So, a(t) must be zero a finite time in the past in an

expanding Universe in which gravity is attractive.

As you approach that time, the matter density,

ρ→∞. That’s how calculations indicate that the

Universe had a beginning.

But calculations assume a high degree of symmetry.

What happens in more realistic situations?

121

Even without symmetry assumptions, the theo-

rems of Hawking and Penrose show that there is

an initial singularity (in the form of incomplete

geodesics) as long as some energy condition holds:

weak or strong. (Energy conditions enforce the

attractive nature of gravity.) That was a very im-

portant conclusion. But, it needs to be revisited in

inflation for technical and philosophical reasons.
122

1. Technical reasons:

In inflation, the

1a: strong energy condition is always violated.

1b: weak energy condition is sometimes violated.

Theorems that say there was an initial singularity

that depend on these conditions no longer apply.

2. Philosophical reason: Inflation is forever.

123

2. Philsophical Reason: Inflation is Forever

Because the mechanism of inflation involves quan-

tum processes, it cannot end everywhere in

the Universe at the same instant . (That would

lead to another version of the horizon problem.)

Inflation will end at different times at different

places.

124

Each post-inflationary region will expand at the

“normal” cosmological rate, but these regions will

be separated by a background that is expanding

so fast, they will not, in general, merge.

A “bubble” (“pocket Universe”) such as ours comes

from a tiny post-inflationary patch of spacetime

in a hot, dense, explosive state. The explosion

(“bang”?) would lead to our observed Universe.
125

But, we’d be part of a multiverse:

P.D. Will, \Eternal Inflation and the Multiverse", 2012

https://esc.fnwi.uva.nl/thesis/centraal/files/f252559910.jpg

126
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When inflation ends at a particular place cannot

be predicted with certainty. The quantum nature

of inflation means we can only assign probabilities.

There’s a nonzero probability, at any time, that

inflation still continues some place in the Universe.

Inflation is, in general, future-eternal: it continues

somewhere forever into the future

127

It’s natural to ask if inflation is also past-eternal:

does it continue forever into the past?

The explosion from which a post-inflation bubble

such as ours evolves would not itself be a singu-

larity, and there would not automatically be a sin-

gularity prior to it, just a state of eternal inflation.

In this scenario, the Universe/Multiverse wouldn’t

come into being. It would just be.128

Non-singular Inflationary Cosmology

A short history

In the early 1980s attempts were made to con-

struct inflationary, non-singular cosmologies. They

were not successful.

Occasional attempts were made to study if this

lack of success was necessary.

129

1987: “Geodesic focusing, energy conditions and singular-
ities,” A. Borde, Class. Quant. Grav., 4, 343-356 (1987).

“situations where there are repeated violations of the en-
ergy conditions are shown to still lead to the focusing of
geodesics, . . .The existence of singularities in situations
where the energy conditions are violated, as in inflationary
cosmological models, is also discussed.”

130

1992: “Did the Universe have a beginning?”’ A. Vilenkin,
Phys. Rev. D 46, 2355 (1992).

“It is argued that ‘eternal inflation’ must have a beginning
in time. Conditions are formulated for a spacetime to de-
scribe an eternally inflating universe without a beginning,
and it is shown that these conditions cannot be satisfied.
A rigorous proof is given for a two-dimensional spacetime,
and a plausibility argument for four dimensions.”

131

A Tale of Two Afternoons

Afternoon 1: September 1993

132
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1993–1997

· “Eternal inflation and the initial singularity,” AB & AV,

Phys. Rev. Lett., 72, 3305 (1994).

· “The impossibility of steady-state inflation,” AB & AV,

Eighth Yukawa Symposium, Japan (1994).

· “Open and closed universes, initial singularities and in-

flation,” AB, Phys. Rev., D50, 3692 (1994).

· “Inflation and initial singularities,” AB, Seventh M. Gross-

mann Meeting, Stanford (1996).

· “Singularities in inflationary cosmology,” AB & AV,

Sixth Quant. Grav. Seminar, Moscow (1996).

· “Violations of the weak energy condition in inflating

spacetimes,” AB & AV, Phys. Rev., D56, 717 (1997).
133

A Tale of Two Afternoons

Afternoon 2: August 2001

134

The BGV Theorem

135 136

After reviewing the background

We state our main claim.

137

The theorem requires one condition, the averaged

expansion condition:

138
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Extending the definition of the Hubble parameter

was a key step.

139 140

141 142

Spreading the Message

Alan Guth spoke at Hawking’s 60th birthday in

2002, partly on the fluctuations that led to struc-

ture formation, partly on the BGV theorem.

In the historical part of his talk, Guth mentioned

how in the early days of inflation, he was excited

that Stephen Hawking had organized a conference

on the early Universe and invited him.
143

On the BGV theorem, Guth asked

“. . . can inflation by itself be the complete theory of cosmic
origins? Can inflation be eternal into the past as well as
the future, allowing a model which on very large scales is
steady state, eliminating the need for a beginning? The an-
swer I believe is no . . .Borde, Vilenkin, and I have proven
a rigorous theorem, . . . [that] shows that the simplest type
of inflationary models still require a beginning, even though
they are eternal into the future. The difficulty is that we
have no way of discussing the class of all possible inflation-
ary models, so we cannot say that our theorem applies to
all cases.”

144
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And so word got out, but it sometimes got to un-

expected places . . .

145

§5.8 Milne’s Universe

Assume that P = 0 in the FLRW equations

3ȧ2(t)

a2(t)
=

8πG

c4
ρ− 3k

a2(t)

3ä(t)

a(t)
= −4πG

c4
(ρ+ 3P )

146

What are the possibilities as ρ→ 0?

Setting P = 0:

3ȧ2(t)

a2(t)
=

8πG

c4
ρ− 3k

a2(t)

3ä(t)

a(t)
= −4πG

c4
ρ

What happens in these equations as ρ→ 0?

147

ȧ2(t) ≈ −k and ä(t) ≈ 0

with k = 0 or −1.

The second equation simply confirms the first, and

has no further content. So we’re working with

as our two cases.148

Case 1: k = 0, ∴ ȧ(t) ≈ 0.

If we scale the FLRW r coordinate to r̂ = ar, we

get dr̂ = adr and the metric becomes

149

Case 2: k = −1, ∴ ȧ(t) ≈ ±1.

150
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We’ve rediscovered “Milne’s Universe.”

(Wikipedia sagely observes “the assumption of zero

energy content limits its use as a realistic descrip-

tion of the universe.”)

But, it’s thrilling.

151

§5.9 Spacelikeness and Timelikeness

For a vector ~V , we’ve defined

~V is


timelike if gabV

aV b > 0,

null if gabV
aV b = 0,

spacelike if gabV
aV b < 0,

where gabV
aV b is g(~V , ~V ) if you’re working ab-

stractly, or gijV
iV j if thinking concretely in com-

ponents. In the same spirit, we’ll use V a for ~V .152

A (smooth) curve represents the path of:

a) a material test particle (such as a neutron), if

its tangent is everywhere timelike.

b) a massless test particle (such as a photon), if

its tangent is everywhere null.

If no (other) forces are at play, these paths are

geodesic.
153

Let f : M → R be a scalar function on an nd

spacetime, M. Define a (local) hypersurface, H,

as the (n−1)d submanifold given by f = constant.

The normal to H is obtained from the gradient of

f , calculated in coordinates {xi} as Ni = {∂if},
where ∂if ≡ ∂f/∂xi.

We define N i ≡ gijNj .
154

H is called


spacelike if N i is timelike,

null if N i is null,

timelike if N i is spacelike

For example, in 4d Minkowski spacetime with co-

ordinates (t, x, y, z), t is a scalar function whose

level hypersurfaces are spacelike (N i = (1, 0, 0, 0)).

A spacelike hypersurface is “an instant of time,”

or, as Kurt Gödel put it, “a layer of ‘now’.”155

Gödel came up with his characterization in an at-

tempt to answer whether “reality” can always be

split into layers of ‘now.’

The answer he came up with was, in general, no.

In cosmology we start with the simplifying assump-

tion that it can.

156
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